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Abstract
This report
1
investigates a number of dierent notions of dimaps in [local] po-
spaces, and of their dihomotopies. It discusses their respective advantages and
drawbacks in modeling concurrency. This should be considered as a contribution
towards putting some order into the foundations of the approach.
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1 Introduction
As pointed out by many authors, geometric and topological methods have a
potential for applications in the theory of concurrent processes (for a review
and a rich bibilography, see [1] by Fajstrup, Goubault and Raussen). Possible
executions of a family of concurrent processes are modeled in this framework
as trajectories (dipaths) in the spaces of their possible congurations. The
competition of processes for resources may be portrayed as \holes" in these
spaces. Now, small deformations of a trajectory, not involving \jumping" over
the holes, accounts for insignicant changes of the order of execution without
any rescheduling of the use of resources. Such harmless deformations give rise
to an analog of the topological notion of homotopy. In principle, the investi-
gation of such holes and deformations should be similar to the investigation
of topological spaces by algebraic topological tools.
However, the foundations of the geometric and algebraic-topological theory
of concurrency are not yet rmly set. While the notion of po-space as a home
of the nitely running processes (see, e.g., [1] by Fajstrup, Goubault and
Raussen) seems appropriate and suÆciently well understood, the same is only
partially true of the local po-spaces serving the innitely running processes.
In fact, as recently as a year ago we have felt it needed tuning up (cf. [2] by
Fajstrup and Soko lowski).
There are more doubts on the side of the morphisms. The natural notion of
a dipath in a po-space X (a continuous and monotone mapping of the ordered
interval
~
I into X) does not readily generalize to a dimap of arbitrary po-spaces
amenable to usual homotopical (or rather dihomotopical) investigations. The
natural notion of dihomotopy equivalence of po-spaces seems a lot too per-
missive in that it identies too many po-spaces which, from a computational
point of view, had better be kept apart. And most importantly, the natural
construction of the dihomotopy posets (cf. [7] by Soko lowski), corresponding
to the homotopy groups in algebraic topology, fails to be functorial.
The situation is even more unstable in the local po-spaces. The notion
of long dipath in X (cf. [5] by Raussen), which is a continuous and locally
monotone mapping of the non-negative real numbers R
0
into X, gives rise
to a classication of such dipaths into nite ones that correspond to termi-
nating computations (e.g., deadlocks) and innite ones that correspond to
innite computations. This is nice. But there are examples of nite long di-
paths which are dihomotopic to innite ones. And this is most unwelcome,
even unacceptable, if the notion of dihomotopy should have a computational
meaning.
This report presents some of the problems and, in some cases, puts forward
restrictions on the notions of dimap and dihomotopy designed to keep the
problems away. But there seems to be no hope for a single notion of dimap
and a single notion of dihomotopy, nice and simple. We had better get used
to dealing with many categories of dimaps, each good for one purpose and
2
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useless for another.
1.1 Basic notions and notations
This report deals with po-spaces, i.e., topological spaces X with a partial
order  which is closed as a subset of X X. In most cases (not always), the
po-spaces are assumed to be pointed, i.e., to have a distinguished least point 0
with respect to the order. The pointedness of the po-spaces does not aect
the theory a lot, it just simplies some formulations.
This report deals with local po-spaces too. Technically, this is a compli-
cated concept, cf. [2] by Fajstrup and Soko lowski. But for the purposes of this
report, a local po-space is a topological space with an open cover by po-spaces
and such that, in a loose sense, the local partial orders on these open sets
coincide
2
.
Throughout this note, the following po-spaces are used for auxiliary pur-
poses:

I | the interval [0 : : 1] with the standard topology and the discrete order:
s  s
0
def
() s = s
0

~
I | the interval [0 : : 1] with the standard topology and the standard order.

R
0
| the set of non-negative reals [0 : : +1) with the standard topology
and the standard order.
By a dimap between [local] po-spaces will always be meant a continuous and
[locally] monotone mapping between these spaces. Sometimes additional re-
strictions will be put on dimaps giving rise to subcategories of the full cate-
gory of [local] po-spaces. A dihomeomorphism is a dimap which has an inverse
dimap.
A dihomotopy from a [local] po-space X to a [local] po-space Y is a con-
tinuous and [locally] monotone mapping from IX to Y . Again, sometimes
restrictions wil lbe put on this general notion of dihomotopy. Two dimaps
';  : X ! Y are dihomotopic (denoted by ' '  ) i there exists a dihomo-
topy H from X to Y such that ' = H h0; i and  = H h1; i.
A dipath in a po-space X is a dimap  :
~
I ! X. The set of dipaths in X
will be denoted by D
1
X. The set of initial dipaths in a pointed po-space X is
I
1
X
def
=
n
 2 D
1
X



0 = 0
o
where 0 is the least point in X. A dipath models a nite computation of a
system of concurrent processes. Its monotonicity accounts for the fact that
time only ows forward. Its continuity rules out a \teleportation" that would,
out of the blue, change the state of such a system into a completely dierent
and remote state.
2
The complicated part of this denition is the exact formulation of this coincidence, and
of the independence from a particular cover.
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2 Global po-spaces
2.1 Fixed-ends dihomotopy of dipaths
In a pointed po-space X, which is our main concern, any two initial dipaths
are dihomotopic to each other. To see this, take dihomotopies that contract
each dipath to a constant dipath t
def
= 0, and glue them together in the
obvious way. This shows that the unrestricted dihomotopy is useless for a
classication of dipaths.
The movement of the end-point of a dipath throughout the dihomotopy
has to be somehow restricted. A very general approach is adopted in [1] by
Fajstrup, Goubault and Raussen, where the notion of dihomotopy of dipaths
is parameterized by an arbitrary subset A  X and a requirement that the
dihomotopy keeps the end-point of the dipath within A
3
. I will assume A
to be a singleton set, but I will allow every dihomotopy to have a dierent
singleton set restriction:
1 Denition:
A xed-ends dihomotopy of dipaths in X is a continuous and monotone map-
ping
H : I
~
I ! X such that H hs; 0i = H h0; 0i and H hs; 1i = H h0; 1i
for all s 2 I
(i.e., the end-points of the dipaths are kept xed). Two dipaths  and 
are xed-ends dihomotopic (denoted by  '
d
) if there exists a xed-ends
dihomotopy H of dipaths such that  = H h0; i and  = H h1; i.
Of course, a necessary condition for two dipaths to be xed-ends dihomotopic
is that they have the same end-point. There is, therefore, at least one xed-
ends dihomotopy class for each reachable point of X. If there are holes in X,
the set of xed-ends dihomotopy classes of dipaths may be bigger.
Computationally, xed-ends dihomotopies identify the executions of the
concurrent system in which the shared resources are allocated to particular
processes in the same order. This corresponds to going around the holes in a
po-space in the same way.
Note that the denition of xed-ends dihomotopy of dipaths does not
readily generalize to a dihomotopy of other dimaps of po-spaces, not even
of pointed po-spaces. In particular, in other po-spaces, there is no obvious
counterpart of the requirement that the end-points of the dipaths are xed,
because there may be no (or many) end-points. The property of pointedness is
computationally natural, because it accounts for a system of concurrent pro-
cesses beginning in a well-dened initial state, but the existence of a biggest
point would rule out many useful examples. On the other hand, since two
3
Actually, there are two subsets of X restricting, respectively, the begin-point and the
end-point of the dipath. For simplicity, I am assuming the former set to be f0g.
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dimaps from a general po-space X to Y are not necessarily dihomotopic to
each other, the dihomotopy classications of general dimaps is not necessar-
ily as meaningless as the dihomotopy classication (without xed-ends) of
dipaths.
For the time being, we need to put up with the fact that the dihomotopy
classication of dipaths is dierent from the dihomotopy classication of other
dimaps. In particular, that  '
d
 implies  '  but not the other way round.
2.2 Problems with dihomotopy equivalence
It is natural to dene the dihomotopy equivalence of two (local) po-spaces X
and Y as a pair of dimaps X
'
 
q
i
Y such that  Æ ' ' id
X
and ' Æ  ' id
Y
.
But it is unclear whether the dihomotopy equivalence of two po-spaces has any
computational consequences. In view of the restriction on the notion of dipath
dihomotopy discussed in Sec. 2.1, two (local) po-spaces may be dihomotopy
equivalent without any natural relation on the sets of their dipaths, even up
to dipath dihomotopy.
2 Example
Consider the square with a single square hole and the Swiss ag in Fig. 1
4
.
It is easy to realize that they are dihomotopy equivalent, respectively, to the
\thin" po-spaces in Fig. 2 (cf. [3] by Gaucher). Now, a dihomotopy may con-
tract the two straight-line segments in the right-hand side po-space, showing
that the original po-spaces are dihomotopy equivalent
5
, even though one of
them allows for a deadlock while the other does not. This is an eect that
we most certainly do not want since this is our agship example of the
applicability of dihomotopy considerations in concurrency.
On the other hand, the dipaths in the single square hole po-space behave
quite dierently from the dipaths in the Swiss ag. This demonstrates that
the dihomotopy equivalence of po-spaces without further requirement may
have no deeper computational meaning.
2
The particular anomaly referred to in Example 2 may be ruled out by
requiring that the dimaps and the dihomotopies involved are strict. For po-
spaces X and Y , ' : X ! Y is a strict dimap if and only if ' is continuous
and
8
x;x
0
x < x
0
) 'x < 'x
0
(for local po-spaces, use the obvious counterpart). A dihomotopy
H : IX ! Y
4
The implied ordering of the po-spaces in the gures in this report is from the left to the
right and from the bottom upwards.
5
As pointed out by a referee, there is a more direct way of demonstrating that the po-spaces
in Fig. 1 are dihomotopy equivalent.
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Fig. 1. The single square hole and the Swiss ag.





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 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Two \thin" spaces corresponding to the ones in Fig. 1.
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H
H
H
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H
H
H
H
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H
Fig. 3. The square without holes and the square with the upper triangle clipped
o.
is strict i H ht; i is a strict dimap for all t 2 I. The fact that strict dimaps '
and  are strictly dihomotopic will be denoted by ' '
s
 .
However, two strictly dihomotopic po-spaces may still dramatically dier
in the behaviour of the processes they model.
3 Example
The po-spaces in Fig. 3 are dihomotopy equivalent, as shown in the last
section of [7]. It is easy to see that the dihomotopy equivalence given there
is strict. But there is only one maximal point in the rst one and a continuum
of maximal points in the second one.
2
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The maximal points have an important computational meaning, corresponding
to possible outcomes of the execution of a system of concurrent processes. For
this reason, these two po-spaces had better not be identied. This casts more
doubt on the usefulness of the strict dihomotopy equivalence of the po-spaces.
A strict dihomotopy may contract \space" but not \time" to single points
| but please, take this informal statement with a big grain of salt, because
there are hardly any space contractions that would leave time unaected. The
notion is not nice, because the set of strict dimaps is not closed in the set of
all dimaps: the limit of a sequence of strict dimaps may fail to be strict (see
Example 31 on page 21).
2.3 Fundamental posets
When the initial dipaths in a certain pointed po-space X are identied up
to xed-ends dihomotopy, the resulting set ~
1
X
def
=
I
1
X

'
d
of equivalence
classes has a natural partial order inherited from the prex relation on initial
dipaths:  v  i  is the restriction, up to a reparameterization, of  to the
interval [0 : : t
0
] for a certain t
0
 1. The dihomotopy posets ~
1
X were studied
in [8] and in [7] by Soko lowski. A related notion of dihomotopy set (without
the partial order) appears in [1] by Fajstrup, Goubault and Raussen and is
further studied in a number of unpublished notes by Raussen, where it gives
rise to interesting considerations concerning dicomponents (cf. [4]).
The construction ~
1
of the dihomotopy poset has certain good proper-
ties for investigating po-spaces. It is functorial: dimaps are in a natural way
translated to monotone functions on partial orders. In fact, this functorial-
ity is used in [8] for proving a certain unimplementability result. And, as
demonstrated in [7], it generalizes easily to dihomotopy posets ~
n
in higher
dimensions. These posets may, in principle, detect higher-dimensional holes
that arise from the investigations of critical regions that serve more than one
process at the same time.
One problem with dihomotopy posets is that, in general, they are enor-
mous. As noticed in Sec. 2.1, in the absence of any holes in a po-space, its
dihomotopy poset is as big as the space itself, while one would want it to
be trivial. In higher dimensions, the dihomotopy posets of uninteresting po-
spaces without holes become huge function spaces, so the situation is even
worse. For a useful tool, all this wealth of uninteresting complexity had better
be factored out. This is done by collapsing the dihomotopy poset to a much
smaller one. The denition of collapsing given below is much simpler than the
one from [7], although the relations dened are the same
6
.
4 Denition:
6
This is proven in [6].
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The collapsing preorder is the relation v  I
1
X  I
1
X dened as follows
7
:
q@
@
I
 
 

q q
   
v


def
()
0
B
B
B
@
8
2D
1
X
q@
@
I
 
 

q q
   
v


6
q

) 9
Æ;"2D
1
X
q@
@
I
 
 

q q


6

q





Æ
@
@
I
"
q





















1
C
C
C
A
Informally, we may view dipaths as partial realizations of maximal (not
further extendible) dipaths. While time ows, dipaths may grow and this
growth is irreversible. At a given moment, a dipath has already made some
\decisions" where to be heading, while some other decisions may still be open.
The collapsing preorder v compares the numbers of decisions already made.
Informally,  v  means that  can still make all the decisions that  can
make and, possibly, some more.
5 Proposition:
(i) The collapsing preorder v is a preorder in I
1
X (reexive and transitive).
(ii) '
d
 v, i.e., the xed-ends dihomotopy is ner than the collapsing pre-
order.
6 Denition:
The collapsing equivalence or collapse is the relation

@
A

def
()  v  &  v 
7 Corollary:
The collapsing equivalence
@
A
is an equivalence relation in I
1
X. The collapsing
preorder v induces a partial order (denoted by v too) on the set of equivalence
classes.
8 Denition:
The fundamental po-set of a po-space X is the set of equivalence classes


1
X
def
=
I
1
X

@
A
with the partial order v.
Since the equivalence classes wrt the collapse are larger than the xed-ends
dihomotopy classes (Prop. 5), the transition from a po-space X to 

1
X is a
further reaching simplication than the one from X to ~
1
X. [7] gives many
examples of po-spaces and their fundamental po-sets. By the usual category-
7
Such pictures will appear instead of mathematical formulae. I nd them easier to read
and not diÆcult to turn into a more standard notation. When a closed diagram is lled in
with dashes, this means that there is a dipath dihomotopy between the edges of the lled
in shape.
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'
 !
'Æ
'Æ
Fig. 4. The
@
A
-equivalence of dipaths may not be preserved by a dimap.
theoretical nonsense, dihomeomorphic po-spaces have isomorphic fundamental
po-sets (some clues about the way of proving this follow in Sec. 2.4 | Thm. 14).
On the sad side: Examples 2 and 3 show that dihomotopy equivalent po-spaces
may have non-isomorphic fundamental po-sets.
2.4 Functoriality of the fundamental poset
But [7] also gives the evidence that the construction 

1
of fundamental po-sets
is not functorial with respect to dimaps
8
. A counterexample is provided by the
embedding of the left-hand side square in Fig. 4 into the right-hand side rect-
angle with a hole. 

1
' is not well-dened, since 
@
A
 but not ' Æ  v ' Æ 
| because ' Æ  may still decide to go under the hole while ' Æ  is already
committed to go over the hole.
This does not preclude, however, that the fundamental poset construction
may be functorial with respect to a smaller category of dimaps. One proposal
is discussed below.
9 Denition:
A dimap ' : X ! Y will be called a superior dimap if it satises the following
condition:
8
2I
1
X
8
2D
1
Y
q
q
q
6
6
'Æ

) 9
2D
1
X
q
q
q
6


&
q
q
q q
6
6 
'Æ

'Æ
 
v
(1)
This means that in the target po-space Y , for every dipath there is a bigger
(superior) dipath which is the image via ' of a dipath in X.
10 Theorem:
Assume X and Y are pointed po-spaces and ' : X ! Y is a superior dimap
that preserves the least points: '0 = 0. Then ' is monotone with respect to
the preorder v in the following sense:
8
;
0
2I
1
X
 v 
0
) ' Æ  v ' Æ 
0
8
Under the natural denition of 

1
' for a dimap ' : X ! Y : 

1
'[]
def
= [' Æ ].
9
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Proof of Thm. 10:
Take an arbitrary dipath  2 D
1
Y such that
q
q
@
@
I
'Æ
 
 

 
 

'Æ
0
q q

Con-
dition (1) implies
q
q
@
@
I

 
 


0
   
v
q q
6

and
q q
q q
q@
@
I
'Æ
 
 

 
 

'Æ
0

6
'Æ
 
w
By Def. 4 of the
collapsing preorder v, there exist dipaths Æ; Æ
0
2 D
1
X such that
q@
@
I
 
 

q q


0
6

q





Æ
@
@
I
Æ
0
q





















This translates via ' to
q@
@
I
 
 

q q
'Æ
'Æ
0
6
'Æ
q





'ÆÆ
@
@
I
'ÆÆ
0
q
q
 
 


 
w





















Again by the denition of the collapsing preorder:
q@
@
I
 
 

q q
'Æ
'Æ
0
6
'Æ
q





'ÆÆ
@
@
I
'ÆÆ
0
q
q
 
 


 
w
q



3
C
C
C
C
CO





















P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
P
This implies that ' v '
0
.
2
11 Proposition: The composition of superior dimaps is a superior dimap.
The po-spaces with superior dimaps form, therefore, a category.
12 Corollary:
Any superior dimap ' : X ! Y induces a monotone function


1
' : 

1
X ! 

1
Y by


1
'[]
def
= [' Æ ]
13 Corollary:


1
is a functor from the category of po-spaces with superior dimaps to po-sets
with monotone functions.
14 Theorem:
10
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Any two dihomeomorphic po-spaces have isomorphic fundamental posets.
Proof of Thm. 14:
Just note that dihomeomorphisms are superior dimaps
9
.
2
So at last we have achieved the functoriality of the fundamental poset
construction. The price to pay is a restriction on the class of allowed dimaps.
An embedding of a square into a bigger square is a superior dimap, hence
a superior dimap need not be surjective in the strict sense, but it has to be
\surjective enough" to cover all inextendible dipaths in the target po-space:
15 Proposition:
For any superior dimap ' : X ! Y , all the maximal points of 

1
Y belong to
the image 

1
' (

1
X).
The following examples should give more insight into the severity of the
restriction.
16 Example
An embedding of the \letter C" shape into a square with a hole is or is not a
superior dimap, depending on the positioning of that shape with respect to
the hole. Fig. 5 shows an embedding which is a superior dimap (the letter C
shape | light gray, the hole | dark gray). The right-hand side picture is
the fundamental poset of both the letter C and the square with the hole;
the induced monotone mapping is the identity on this poset.
The two embeddings in Fig. 6 are not superior dimaps. In each case, the
oending dipaths  (fat curve within the letter C) and  (thin curve extend-
ing the fat one) have the same meaning as in Def. 9 of superior dimap
10
.
Filling a hole in a square, as does ' in Fig. 7, is a superior dimap. Fig. 8
presents the induced monotone function on the fundamental posets.
2
t
t t
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
AK









Fig. 5. A superior dimap embedding and the corresponding 

1
po-set.
9
In [7], the same fact has been proven by showing that dihomeomorphisms are so called
dipath surjections. Incidentally, every dipath surjection is a superior dimap.
10
As pointed out by Martin Raussen, the rst version of this example given in [6] contained
a faulty statement.
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Fig. 6. Non-superior dimap embeddings.
X
-
'
Y
Fig. 7. Filling a hole: a superior dimap.
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1
'A = 

1
'B = G


1
'D = H


1
'C = 

1
'E = 

1
'F = K
Fig. 8. The monotone function induced by lling the hole (Fig. 7).
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6
 
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
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
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

r
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1
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1
2
Fig. 9. Dierent fundamental posets of superior dimap dihomotopy equivalent
po-spaces.
And now a word of caution. Even though the restricted category of dimaps
has some good properties, they are still not good enough. Namely, the funda-
mental posets of po-spaces, which are superior dimap dihomotopy equivalent,
are not necessarily isomorphic. Consider the following example:
17 Example
For any 0  t < 1, dene the following po-space X
t
:
X
t
def
=
8
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
:
hx; yi 2
~
I
~
I











(1) (0  x  t & 0  x  t) _
(2) (x = 0 & y > t) _
(3) (x > t & y = 0) _
(4) x = y > t
9
>
>
>
>
=
>
>
>
>
>
;
 
 
 
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
| {z }
t
Note that X
0
consists of three straight-line segments only. Now dene a pair
of dimaps X
0
'
 
q
i
X
1
2
by
' hx; yi
def
= hx; yi
 hx; yi
def
=
8
>
>
>
>
>
>
<
>
>
>
>
>
:
h0; 0i if 0  x 
1
2
& 0  x 
1
2
h0; 2y   1i if x = 0 & y >
1
2
h2x  1; 0i if x >
1
2
& y = 0
h2x  1; 2y   1i if x = y >
1
2
It is easy to see that both ' and  are superior dimaps; and that there
exists a superior dimap dihomotopy between  Æ ' and id
X
0
and another
superior dimap dihomotopy between ' Æ  and id
X
1
2
. On the other hand,
the respective fundamental posets are dierent, as shown in Fig. 9.
2
This would suggest that our notion of dihomotopy equivalence is not yet re-
ned enough.
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2.5 Weak dipath retractions
Condition (1) in Def. 9 of a superior dimap does not give any systematic as-
signment of 's to various 's. If the existence of such a systematic assignment
is assumed, the dimap ' becomes a weak dipath retraction:
18 Denition:
A dimap ' : X ! Y is a weak dipath retraction i
(i) it is a coretraction in the usual sense, i.e., there exists a dimap  : Y ! X
such that  Æ ' = id
X
, and
(ii) the dimaps ' and  satisfy the following condition:
8
2I
1
X
8
2D
1
Y
q
q
q
6
6
'Æ

)
q
q
q q
6
6 
'Æ
 'Æ Æ
 
v
So a weak dipath retraction is a coretraction on points and almost a retrac-
tion on dipaths. In a related report [4], Martin Raussen assigned to po-spaces
fundamental categories, which seemed to have a lot in common with the fun-
damental po-sets. In particular, Martin pointed out that the assignment was
functorial for continuous and monotone retractions on dipaths. Later, he
thought that being a retraction on dipaths was so much to ask from a map-
ping, as to make the notion useless. The weak dipath retractions presented
here may be a way out.
On the other hand, retractions play a special ro^le in modelling computer
systems because they have the avour of implementations; a coretraction cor-
responds to encoding and a retraction corresponds to decoding.
19 Proposition: Every weak dipath retraction ' : X ! Y is a superior
dimap.
Therefore, the function 

1
' is well-dened and monotone; and 

1
is a
functor from the po-spaces with weak retractions to po-sets with monotone
functions.
A weak dipath retraction is always injective and, in general, not surjective.
14
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20 Example
An injection of a square into a bigger square is a weak dipath retraction.
Since 

1
assigns a singleton to a square, the monotone function induced by
this injection is the identity.
Filling the hole (Example 16) is a weak dipath retraction; indeed, its
inverse  is dened by
 hx; yi
def
=
8
<
:
hx; yi if x  1=2
h1=2; yi if x  1=2
Note that  itself is not a superior dimap, Def. 18 does not require it to be.
Consequently, there may be no monotone function induced on fundamental
posets by an inverse dimap of a weak dipath retraction.
Fig. 10 presents an embedding of the po-space composed of two faces and
the diagonal of a square, into a square with two holes adjacent to its edges.
This is a superior dimap but not a weak dipath retraction. Indeed, an inverse
dimap would have to contract the whole E-area to the initial point A to be
monotone; this contradicts the requirement that ' is a retraction on points.
This example shows that the monotone function induced by a superior dimap
is not necessarily surjective on the respective fundamental posets. This
function is given in Fig. 11.
2
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A
B C
D
X
-
'
E
F
G
H
K
L
Y
Fig. 10. A superior dimap which is not a weak dipath retraction.
@
@I
6
 
 
A
B C D


1
X
-


1
'
A
AK
A
AK
A
AK






E
F G
H K L


1
Y


1
'A = E


1
'B = H


1
'C = K


1
'D = L
Fig. 11. The non-surjective monotone function induced by the superior dimap from
Fig. 10.
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3 Local po-spaces
Martin Raussen [5] proposed a framework for handling long dipaths | i.e.,
dimaps of R
0
into local po-spaces, cf. the denition in the beginning of Sec. 3.1
| and their dihomotopies. In particular, he made the distinction between the
dipaths which have a limit (extendible and nite inextendible) and the ones
that have no limit (innite inextendible). The two kinds of long dipaths play
very dierent ro^les. The ones that have a limit correspond to the computations
that either successfully or unsuccessfully terminate. The ones without a limit
model innitely running processes.
As noted in [5], a dipath with a limit may be dihomotopic to a dipath
without a limit | see Example 21 below. This is unfortunate, because a
computationally very crucial distinction escapes the formalism of algebraic
topology of concurrent processes. Martin conjectures that this cannot happen
in cubical complexes.
Rather than restricting the class of local po-spaces under consideration,
I propose a critical look at the classical notion of dihomotopy: an arbitrary
dimap from IX to Y . When the notion of dihomotopy is applied to long
dipaths, as in [5], it is not clear how a dihomotopic deformation should behave
\in the innity". My answer, described below, is: it had better be continuous
there as well. More precisely, dihomotopies of long dipaths had better be
\uniform" mappings | as dened in Sec. 3.2 below. As demonstrated in the
sequel, a uniform dihomotopy never identies an innitely running process
with a terminating one.
Uniformity is normally studied in the context of metric rather than topo-
logical spaces, at least as much as I know about them. My area of interest
is compact local po-spaces
11
. I have therefore generalized the uniformity re-
quirement so that it does not require a metric
12
.
3.1 Long dipaths
A long dipath in a local po-space X is a dimap  : R
0
! X. It may or may
not have a limit in X. A long dipath is:

extendible if an x = lim
t!+1
t exists and it is not a nal point (i.e., there
exists a non-constant dipath beginning in x);

nite inextendible if an x = lim
t!+1
t exists and it is a nal point;

innite inextendible if lim
t!+1
t does not exist.
The nite inextendible long dipaths model the executions that have termi-
nated, either successfully or in a deadlock. The innite inextendible long
dipaths model the executions that go on for ever. The extendible long dipaths
11
Which is a larger class than nite cubical complexes.
12
As pointed out by a referee, uniformity is studied in general topological spaces. I do not
know whether or not these studies have something to do with the notion from Def. 22
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do not have a counterpart in computing since their \longness" may disap-
pear after a reparameterization. A deadlocked execution (nite inextendible)
may be dihomotopic to an innitely running (innite inextendible) even in a
compact local po-space:
21 Example
Take the innite strip R
0
 I and introduce a non-standard partial order:
hx
1
; y
1
i  hx
2
; y
2
i
def
() x
1
 x
2
& y
1
 y
2
& x
1
 y
2
 x
2
 y
1
The last condition in the above conjunction means that the vector hx
2
; y
2
i
is \steeper" than hx
1
; y
1
i.
The verication, that this is a partial order and that it is closed in the
standard topology, is straightforward. Note that two distinct points of the
same height, hx
1
; yi and hx
2
; yi with x
1
6= x
2
, may be -related only if y = 0.
A dipath going through a point hx; yi with y > 0 must eventually converge to
a point on the horizontal axis y = 1, whose points are incomparable. Fig. 12
gives some example long dipaths. It also suggests a dihomotopy between
the many nite long dipaths converging to a point on the horizontal axis
t = 1, and the single innite long dipath going along the horizontal axis
t = 0. Formally, this dihomotopy is given by:
H : I R
0
! R
0
 I
H h; ti
def
=

  t
1 + (1  )  t
;
(1  )  t
1 + (1  )  t

This is a non-compact global po-space. It can be wrapped on a cylinder
I S
1
, which is a compact local po-space, without losing the unwelcome
dihomotopicity of a nite and an innite long dipaths.
2
H h0; i












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H h1; i
Fig. 12. Dihomotopy between nite and innite dipaths.
From now on, X will denote a compact local po-space, while  and  will
denote long dipaths.
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3.2 Uniform dihomotopies
22 Denition:
Assume X is a compact local po-space and Y is a local po-space (not neces-
sarily compact). A dimap H : I Y ! X is a uniform dihomotopy i H is
uniform, i.e., for every nite cover U of X by open sets there exists a real
Æ > 0 such that
8
y2Y
8
s;s
0
2I
j s  s
0
j< Æ ) H h[s; s
0
]; yi  U for a certain U 2 U .
The above denition makes a technical sense for any local po-space X but
it may be meaningless if all nite covers of X contain \big" sets, which is the
case in non-compact spaces.
Two dimaps ';  : Y ! X are said to be uniformly dihomotopic (denoted:
' '
u
 ) if there exists a uniform dihomotopy
H : I Y ! X such that H h0; i = ' and H h1; i =  
23 Proposition:
The uniform dihomotopy relation '
u
is an equivalence in the set of dimaps
from Y to X.
24 Example
By S
1
denote the circle
n
e
t2i



0  t  1
o
. The following two long dipaths
8
<
:
 : R
0
! S
1
t
def
= e
02i
and
8
<
:
 : R
0
! S
1
t
def
= e
t2i
( is constant) are dihomotopic:
8
<
:
H : I R
0
! S
1
H hs; ti
def
= e
st2i
But they are not uniformly dihomotopic, which may be seen by investigating
their liftings to the universal covering of S
1
by a helix.
2
25 Proposition:
If both X and Y are compact then every dihomotopy H : I Y ! X is uni-
form.
Proof of Prop. 25 (actually, a draft of a proof):
Let U be a nite cover of X. Since both I and Y are compact, there exists
a nite cover V of I and a nite cover W of Y such that

each set V 2 V is an interval; and
18
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
for every hs; yi 2 I Y there exist V 2 V and W 2 W such that
hs; yi 2 V W  H
 1
U
for a certain U 2 U .
This means the Cartesian product I Y has been covered by a nite \grid"
of base open sets whose images by H are completely contained in the original
cover U of X. Now, dene
Æ
def
= min
n
diam (V \ V
0
)



V; V
0
2 V & V \ V
0
6= ;
o
(diamA
def
= inf
n
j s  s
0
j



s; s
0
2 A
o
is the diameter of a set A  I).
2
3.3 Uniform invariance of the niteness of long dipaths
The following proposition is the local po-spaces' counterpart of the elementary
fact that a bounded increasing sequence has a limit. Note that its satisfaction
is based on the compactness of X:
26 Proposition:
If there exists a po-open set V  X such that [t
0
;+1)  V for a certain
t
0
2 R
0
then lim
t!+1
t exists.
I will also need the following topological (rather than ditopological) fact:
27 Proposition:
If x 2 V  X where V is open, then there exists a cover U of X so ne that
x 2 U 2 U & U
0
\ U 6= ; ) U
0
 V
for all U; U
0
2 U .
Informally, Prop. 27 says that a point sits so \deeply" inside its neighbourhood
that it can be separated not only from the exterior of that neighbourhood
but also from the open sets that intersect the exterior. All the proof needs
are separation properties, which is OK, because X is compact and therefore
normal.
Now assume H : I R
0
! X is a uniform dihomotopy on long dipaths.
To distinguish the nite from the innite ones, consider the set
L
H
def
=
n
s 2 I



lim
t!+1
H hs; ti exists
o
28 Lemma: L
H
is open in I.
Proof of Lemma 28:
For an s 2 L
H
we have to nd an open neighbourhood totally contained
in L
H
. By the denition of L
H
, the limit
x
def
= lim
t!+1
H hs; ti(2)
19
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exists. Take a po-neighbourhood V of x and a nite cover U of X selected by
Prop. 27. Select a Æ for this cover from the uniformity condition:
8
t2R
0
8
s;s
0
2I
j s  s
0
j< Æ ) H h[s; s
0
]; ti  U for a certain U 2 U .(3)
Let s be close to s: j s  s j< Æ; and let x 2 U 2 U . By (2), there is a

t such
that
H hs; [

t;+1)i  U(4)
and by (3), there exist sets U
t
2 U such that
H h[s; s]; ti 2 U
t
for all t 

t.(5)
Since H hs; ti 2 U
t
\ U (cf. (4) and (5)), U
t
 V for all t 

t. Therefore,
H hs; ti 2 V for t 

t and thus H hs; [

t;+1)i  V . Now, Prop. 26 implies
the existence of the limit lim
t!+1
H hs; ti.
This completes the proof of Lemma 28.
2
29 Lemma: L
H
is closed in I.
Proof of Lemma 29:
Let s
0
; s
1
; s
2
; : : : be a convergent sequence in L
H
:
s
def
= lim
n!+1
s
n
and(6)
x
n
def
= lim
t!+1
H hs
n
; ti for n 2 N.(7)
We need to prove that s 2 L
H
.
Since X is compact, there exists a convergent subsequence
x
def
= lim
k!+1
x
n
k
(8)
To prove that lim
t!+1
H hs; ti = x, take an arbitrary neighbourhood V of x
and nd a nite cover U of X as in Prop. 27. Select a Æ for that cover from
the uniformity condition. Let x 2 U 2 U ; then U  V . Let ` be such that for
any k  `:
x
n
k
2 U (cf. (8))(9)
and
j s
n
k
  s j< Æ (cf. (6)).
Let

t be such that
H hs
n
`
; [

t;+1)i  U (cf. (7) and (9)).
The uniformity condition implies the existence of sets U
t
2 U such that
H h[s
n
`
; s]; ti  U
t
for all t 

t.
Since H hs
n
`
; ti 2 U
t
\ U , U
t
 V for all t 

t. Therefore,
H hs; ti 2 V for all t 

t.
This completes the proof of Lemma 29.
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2
30 Corollary:
If the long dipaths ;  : R
0
! X are uniformly dihomotopic then
lim
t!+1
t exists if and only if lim
t!+1
t exists.
Proof of Cor. 30:
By Lemma 28 and Lemma 29, L
H
is either empty or the whole I.
2
3.4 Discussion of related notions
Uniform dihomotopies are not only continuous, they are \continuous in the
innity" too. As demonstrated in Sec. 3.3, the uniformity of the dihomotopies
implies some good properties of respective maps, thus answering the problem
raised in [5]. But there are other problems worth mentioning.
In [5], Martin Raussen considers a dierent restriction on the set of allowed
morphisms of (local) po-spaces: a dimap f : Y ! Z is busy if
 is innite ) f Æ  is innite
for an arbitrary long dipath  : R
0
! Y
13
.
Note that the set of busy dimaps is not closed in the set of all dimaps:
31 Example
Consider the sequence of dimaps
f
n
: R
0
! R
0
f
n
t
def
=
t
n
for n 2 N. Each of them is strict (as dened on p. 5) and busy, but the limit

ft
def
= 0 is neither strict nor busy.
2
Unlike strictness, business does not contribute anything new in the com-
pact case; in particular, busy dimaps cannot serve for distinguishing the di-
homotopy types of the po-space with a square hole and the Swiss ag:
32 Proposition: If Y is compact then every dimap f : Y ! Z is busy.
33 Example
In the case when Y is not compact, the two classes have a non-empty inter-
section but neither is contained in the other, see Fig. 13.
2
13
This is equivalent but not identical to the original denition in [5].
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R
0
R
0
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Busy but not strict.
R
0
R
0
Strict but not busy.
Fig. 13. \Busy" and \strict" classes are not contained in each other.
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